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About the speaker

Alan Espinoza

Alan brings worlds to life at Universal Parks and Resorts by 

helping creative minds and talented teams leverage and 

harness the power of BIM. He supports the team 

technically and creatively by generating ways of bringing 

ideas to life through emerging technology, new processes, 

novel techniques, and divergent thinking. As a 

BIM Manager, Alan strives to maximize the utilization and 

integration of model information by collaborating with 

stakeholders across departments.
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Project Initiation
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Objectives

- Learn what BIM tools can be used to 

manage a project's schedule

- Discover which BIM tools can be 

used to manage a project's budget

- Discover best practices for advanced 

BIM integration into project 

management

- Learn what BIM tools can be used to 

manage a project's scope



The Future of Project Management



The Future of Project Management

“Around us all, perspectives are shifting; boundaries are disappearing; digital transformation is 

everywhere. And the tools at our disposal are entering new dimensions of connectivity, 

creativity, intelligence, and, for project leaders, the emphasis is shifting too: from the technical 

to a much more diverse toolkit of approaches to project and value delivery. 

The future is now for project professionals...a future where project professionals can adapt and 

tailor the project approach based on the best solution…a future where essential processes are 

also evolving.” 

-PMI video regarding changes to the PMP Exam



Before We Even Begin...The Future of Project Management



BIM and Project Sourcing



Managing Scope



BIM Scope of Work Language

https://www.gsa.gov/real-estate/design-construction/3d4d-building-information-modeling/guidelines-for-bim-software/downloads/bim-downloadable-documents


BIM Scope of Work Language

GSA Alternate Options (SoW)



GSA Sample BIM Execution Plan –

Levels of BIM Use



Program Validation (Scope)

The example above shows a snippet of a very simple schedule that can be generated in Revit to 

measure a space’s program area versus what is designed in the model. The “percentage different” delta 

is shown orange when a difference of 10% or greater is present. This draws the attention of a PM who 

can then investigate why the designed space is greater or smaller than the programmed space and 

react.



Coordination/Collaboration (Scope)

- Navisworks

- Visualizations

- Federated Model

- BIM360

- Design Collaboration

- Model Coordination

- Issues

UNIVERSAL PARKS AND RESORTS CONTENT
REDACTED FOR ONLINE PUBLISHING



Clash Detection (Scope)

Clash detection is low-hanging fruit that can mitigate the risk of field corrections. Changing something during 

design is always cheaper than changing it during construction: clash detection should be utilized to minimize 

potential clashes before issuing construction documents



Managing Schedule



4D BIM (Schedule)

- Navisworks Timeliner

- Synchro Pro

- Assemble

- Connect to Oracle P6

- BIM-Based Schedule

- BIM360 integration



Managing Cost



5D BIM (Cost)



5D BIM (Cost)

- Can be used for quantification

- Estimates

- Change Management

- Connect to Sage or Excel

- Requires model discipline



5D BIM (Cost)

BIM360 Cost Module



Advanced Integration



3D Imaging (Advanced)

UNIVERSAL PARKS AND RESORTS CONTENT
REDACTED FOR ONLINE PUBLISHING



Immersive Visualization (Advanced)



Field (Advanced)

- BIM360 RFIs and Submittals (now on mobile)

- Plangrid Punchlists, Field Reports and Tasks

- Bluebeam Studio Sessions for collaborative plan 

review



Tips
- Prioritize changes in processes according to the "pain scale"

- Mitigate "change fatigue" by focusing on one rollout at a time. 

Prove it out in small-scale first.

- "Decisions should be information-based, not on our gut/eyes"

- Dumb it down. Explain technology to PMO in terms of ROI. "If 

we do this, then we'll save this much by ____ "



BIM Maturity



BIM Maturity



BIM Maturity
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